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(54) METHOD TO SECURE A SOFTWARE CODE

(57) The present invention relates to a method of se-
curing a software code of an application including at least
one constant data, said method generating a secure soft-
ware code and comprising performed by a processor:
for at least one constant data included in the application
software code, called current constant data :
- fragmenting (S1) said current constant data into several
valid data chunks of random length,
- encoding and storing (S2) said valid data chunks at
random locations in the application software code,
- identifying (S3) all occurences of the current constant
data in the application software code and replacing each
of them with a call to a Runtime application self-protection
(RASP) agent for reading the current constant data, said
RASP agent being configured for running in the applica-
tion runtime environment and being capable of controlling
application execution and detecting and preventing re-
al-time attacks,

- inserting (S4), at random locations of a control flow
graph of the application software code, Runtime Appli-
cation Self-Protection (RASP) check instructions which
when executed at runtime :
• compute RASP check values,
• notify the RASP agent with the computed RASP check
values,

such that, at runtime, in response to each call to the RASP
agent for reading the current constant data:
l the RASP agent retrieves, all data chunks,
l when no RASP check is violated, the RASP agent
decodes and combines all the valid data chunks and re-
turns said current constant data,
l and when at least one RASP check is violated, the
RASP agent returns a dummy constant data.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of soft-
ware protection, and more particularly of techniques
against code static and dynamic analysis.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Today, many services are provided to users by
running software applications. Such applications may run
on various devices, mobile or not, such as desktop com-
puters, laptops, point of sale terminals, smartphones, etc.
They may run locally or be implemented across a network
like a LAN or the Internet. Some devices such as smart
cards or bank credit cards may even be dedicated to
running one or a few applications. Such applications are
usually run in unsecured environments where an attacker
may gain some control, or even full control, of the oper-
ation of the system running the application. Consequent-
ly, most of these applications need to implement some
security mechanisms in order to protect data handled by
the application from being read or modified by such an
attacker.
[0003] An attacker may try to understand the operation
of a software by performing a static analysis of the com-
piled code executed by the system. In addition, he may
also use a debugger to perform some dynamic analysis
of the code, which enables to read the content of the
system’s memory while executing the code. As a result
of both analysis, the attacker can gain knowledge of sen-
sitive information handled by the software.
[0004] Countermeasures have been developed
against such types of analysis. For example, code ob-
fuscation may be used in order to make the code almost
impossible to read for a human being, making very diffi-
cult to find sensitive information in the code. As another
example, Runtime Application Self Protection (RASP)
has been developed, which is able to protect the code
against dynamic analysis by detecting the debugger used
by the attacker.
[0005] A problem is that each countermeasure is ef-
fective only against one type of analysis and has a cost
both in terms of code size and execution time. Adding up
different countermeasures against different types of
analysis may be very costly.
[0006] As a result, there is a need for a protection meth-
od enabling to protect a code both against static and dy-
namic analysis.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] For this purpose and according to a first aspect,
this invention therefore relates to a method of securing
a software code of an application including at least one
constant data,
said method generating a secure software code and com-

prising performed by a processor:

for at least one constant data included in the appli-
cation software code, called current constant data :

- fragmenting said current constant data into sev-
eral valid data chunks of random length,

- encoding and storing said valid data chunks at
random locations in the application software
code,

- identifying all occurences of the current constant
data in the application software code and replac-
ing each of them with a call to a Runtime appli-
cation self-protection (RASP) agent for reading
the current constant data, said RASP agent be-
ing configured for running in the application runt-
ime environment and being capable of control-
ling application execution and detecting and pre-
venting real-time attacks,

- inserting, at random locations of a control flow
graph of the application software code, Runtime
Application Self-Protection (RASP) check in-
structions which when executed at runtime :

• compute RASP check values,
• notify the RASP agent with the computed

RASP check values,

such that, at runtime, in response to each call to the
RASP agent for reading the current constant data:

l the RASP agent retrieves, all data chunks,
l when no RASP check is violated, the RASP
agent decodes and combines all the valid data
chunks and returns said current constant data,
l and when at least one RASP check is violated,
the RASP agent returns a dummy constant data.

[0008] By doing so, the valid constant data is hidden
in the software code, under an encoded and fragmented
format, and security checks are performed before rec-
omputing the current data each time it is needed by any
operation of the software code, in order to make sure that
the execution device is not under attack.
[0009] The method according to the first aspect may
comprise a step of encoding and storing dummy data
chunks at random locations in the application software
code, and when at least one RASP check is violated, the
dummy constant data may be obtained by the RASP
agent by decoding and combining valid and dummy data
chunks.
[0010] By doing so, it is harder for an attacker to rec-
ompute the constant data by himself and the operations
performed by the execution device when a constant data
is needed remain almost the same whatever the results
of the RASP checks, making it harder for an attacker to
determine if the values he gets is a genuine constant
data or a dummy value.
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[0011] According to a second aspect, this invention re-
lates to a method of executing, by a processor, instruc-
tions of a secure software code of an application, wherein
said secure software code is a modified version of a soft-
ware code of said application comprising at least one
constant data obtained by performing the method accord-
ing to the first aspect,
wherein the control flow graph of the secure software
code comprises Runtime Application Self-Protection
(RASP) checks,
said method of executing comprising :

• computing RASP check values,
• notifying the RASP agent with the computed RASP

check values,
• retrieving, decoding and combining, by the RASP

agent, all data chunks to obtain and return a constant
data.

[0012] According to a third aspect, this invention re-
lates to a computer program product directly loadable
into the memory of at least one computer, comprising
software code instructions for performing the steps of the
method according to the first aspect when said product
is run on the computer.
[0013] According to a fourth aspect, this invention re-
lates to a securing device configured for securing a soft-
ware code of an application including at least one con-
stant data and comprising a processor, a memory and
an input-output interface configured for performing the
steps of the method according to the first aspect.
[0014] According to a fifth aspect, this invention relates
to a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium
encoded with instructions of a secure software code for
execution by a processor, wherein said secure software
code is a modified version of a software code of said
application comprising at least one constant data ob-
tained by performing the method according to the first
aspect.
[0015] Such a method, computer program product, se-
curing device and non-transitory machine-readable stor-
age medium according to the second, third, fourth and
fifth aspect show the same advantages as the ones of
the method according to the first aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The following description and the annexed
drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative aspects and
are indicative of but a few of the various ways in which
the principles of the embodiments may be employed.
Other advantages and novel features will become appar-
ent from the following detailed description when consid-
ered in conjunction with the drawings and the disclosed
embodiments are intended to include all such aspects
and their equivalents.

l Figure 1 illustrates schematically a securing de-

vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
l Figure 2 illustrates schematically an execution de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
l Figure 3 illustrates schematically a method of se-
curing a software code according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
l Figure 4 illustrates schematically a method of ex-
ecuting instructions of a secure software code ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF 
THE INVENTION

[0017] In the description detailed below, reference is
made to the accompanying drawings that show, by way
of illustration, specific embodiments in which the inven-
tion may be practiced. These embodiments are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the invention. It is to be understood that
the various embodiments of the invention, although dif-
ferent, are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For exam-
ple, a particular feature, structure, or characteristic de-
scribed herein in connection with one embodiment may
be implemented within other embodiments without de-
parting from the spirit and scope of the invention. In ad-
dition, it is to be understood that the location or arrange-
ment of individual elements within each disclosed em-
bodiment may be modified without departing from the
spirit and scope of the invention. The description detailed
below is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense,
and the scope of the present invention is defined only by
the appended claims, appropriately interpreted, along
with the full range of equivalents to which the claims are
entitled.
[0018] The invention aims at securing an application
software code SC including at least one constant data.
Such a constant data to be protected may for example
be a cryptographic key or sensitive data such as a bank
account number. Such a constant data may be protected
according to the invention by hiding the value of the con-
stant data in the code and by replacing each occurrence
of the constant data in the code by instructions performing
security checks before returning the value of the constant
data.
[0019] The invention produces a secure software code
SSC such that it would be hard for an attacker analyzing
the secure software code with a code analyzer or a de-
bugger to get the value of the protected constant data.
[0020] A first aspect of the invention is a method for
securing a software code SC before its execution. Such
a securing method is performed by a securing device 10
treating the software code SC comprising computer code
instructions and producing the secure software code
SSC. The obtained secure software code SSC can then
be securely executed by an execution device 20.
[0021] Such a securing device 10 may be any elec-
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tronic device including a processor For example it may
be a personal computer PC on which a development en-
vironment was installed. Figure 1 describes an exempla-
ry embodiment of such a securing device comprising a
first processor 11, a first RAM memory 12, a first com-
munication unit 13 such as an Ethernet or Wifi network
adapter, a first display 14, first mass storage means 15
such as a hard drive, and first user input means 16. The
software code SC to be secured may be stored on the
first mass storage means 15 of the securing device. The
secure software code SSC, obtained after the securing
device 10 applies the method according to the first aspect
to the software code SC, can also be stored on the first
mass storage 15.
[0022] Figure 2 describes an exemplary embodiment
of the execution device 20. For example it may be a per-
sonal computer PC, a mobile device such as a smart-
phone or a tablet, or a public terminal in a bank or a point
of sale. It may also be a simple chip included in a smart
card or a credit card. It may comprise a second processor
21, a second RAM memory 22, a second communication
unit 23 such as an Ethernet or Wifi network adapter, a
second display 24, second mass storage means 25 such
as a hard drive, and second user input means 26. The
secure software code SSC, to be executed by the second
processor 21 of the execution device 20, may be stored
on the second mass storage means 25 of the executing
device. The electronic device 20 may be of any type sim-
ilar or different than the one of the execution device. Both
devices may share the same hardware architecture, such
as x86 or ARM, or have different architectures.

Securing method steps

[0023] The following paragraphs describe the steps of
the method according to the first aspect of the invention,
securing the software code SC and producing the secure
software code SSC, as depicted on Figure 3. These se-
curing steps are performed by the first processor 11 of
the securing device 10 and are all labeled with the letter
"S" followed by the number of the step. Such steps are
performed for at least one constant data included in the
application software code, called current constant data.
If the software code comprises several constant data to
be protected, these steps may be repeated for each con-
stant data to be protected.
[0024] When needed, reference is made to steps per-
formed by the execution device 20 when executing the
secure software code SSC, after the method according
to the first aspect is completed. Such execution steps are
labeled with the letter "E" followed by the number of the
step.
[0025] In a first securing step S1, the first processor
fragments said current constant data into several valid
data chunks of random length.
[0026] Then, in a second securing step S2, the first
processor encodes and stores said valid data chunks at
random locations in the application software code.

[0027] By doing so, a copy of the current constant data
to be protected is hidden in the software code in a format
making it hard for an attacker to retrieve the current con-
stant data. In order to recompute the constant data, one
has to know which parts of the code, corresponding to
the valid data chunks, should be combined and how to
decode them.
[0028] The method according to the invention may be
used with any type of constant data, included in the code
under any format. If needed, the data to be protected
may be converted into a preferred format, such as a string
or byte array before performing the first securing step S1.
[0029] In a third securing step S3, the first processor
identifies all the occurences of the current constant data
in the application software code and replaces each of
them with a call to a Runtime application self-protection
(RASP) agent for reading the current constant data.
[0030] When the application is executed by the execu-
tion device, the RASP agent is configured for running in
the application runtime environment and is capable of
controlling the execution of the application and of detect-
ing and preventing real-time attacks. By having access
to the whole application runtime environment, the RASP
engine is indeed able to determine if a debugger is run-
ning, if the execution device has been tampered with, to
check the identity of the execution device...
[0031] In order to perform such a detection of a possi-
ble attack, RASP check instructions are inserted, during
a fourth securing step S4, by the first processor, at ran-
dom locations of the control flow graph of the application
software code.
[0032] When the application is executed by the execu-
tion device, during a first execution step E1, these RASP
check instructions compute RASP check values, indica-
tive of the result of a check such as: is a debugger being
used ? what is the execution device ID ? has the execu-
tion device been tampered with or jailbroken ? Then, dur-
ing a second execution step E2, these RASP check val-
ues are notified to the RASP agent, enabling it to deter-
mine if the execution device is in a safe state or if it is
being attacked.
[0033] The calls to the RASP agent inserted in the code
instead of each occurrence of the current constant data
are such that at runtime, during a third execution step
E3, in response to each call to the RASP agent for reading
the current constant data:

l the RASP agent retrieves, all data chunks,
l when no RASP check is violated, the RASP agent
decodes and combines all the valid data chunks and
returns said current constant data,
l and when at least one RASP check is violated,
the RASP agent returns a dummy constant data.

[0034] During the second securing step S2, the first
processor may also encode and store dummy data
chunks at random locations in the application software
code. By doing so, the valid data chunks corresponding
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to a valid constant data are intertwined in the secure soft-
ware code with dummy data chunks, making it harder for
an attacker to determine which data chunks shall be com-
bined for retrieving the constant data. In such a case,
during the third execution step E3, when at least one
RASP check is violated, the dummy constant data to be
returned by the RASP agent is obtained by the RASP
agent by decoding and combining valid and dummy data
chunks.

Secure software code execution

[0035] After the steps described here above have been
performed by the securing device, producing a secure
software code, such a secure software code can be se-
curely executed by the second processor 21 of the exe-
cution device 20:

l during a first execution step E1, the second proc-
essor 21 computes RASP check values.
l during a second execution step E2, the second
processor 21 notifies the RASP agent with the com-
puted RASP check values.
l during a third execution step E3, the RSAP agent
executed by the second processor 21 retrieves, de-
codes and combines all the data chunks to obtain
and return a constant data

Other aspects

[0036] In a second aspect, the invention also relates
to the method of executing the instructions of the secure
software code, as executed by the second processor 21
of the executing device 20. Said secure software code
is then a modified version of the software code of said
application comprising at least one constant data on
which the method according to the first aspect described
here above has been applied. The method of executing
the instructions of the secure software code comprises
the execution steps E1 to E3 described here above:

• computing RASP check values,
• notifying the RASP agent with the computed RASP

check values,
• retrieving, decoding and combining, by the RASP

agent, all data chunks to obtain and return a constant
data.

[0037] In a third aspect, the invention also relates to a
computer program product directly loadable into the
memory of at least one computer, comprising software
code instructions for performing the steps of the method
according to the first apsect when said product is run on
the computer.
[0038] In a fourth aspect, the invention also relates to
a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium en-
coded with the instructions of the secure software code
obtained after the first processor 11 of the securing de-

vice 10 has performed at least the steps S1 to S4 of the
method according to the first aspect described here
above. Said secure software code is then a modified ver-
sion of the unsecure software code on which said method
according to the first aspect has been applied.
[0039] As a result, the proposed methods enable to
protect constant data in the software code both against
static analysis and against dynamic analysis.

Claims

1. A method of securing a software code of an applica-
tion including at least one constant data,
said method generating a secure software code and
comprising performed by a processor (11) :

for at least one constant data included in the
application software code, called current con-
stant data :

- fragmenting (S1) said current constant da-
ta into several valid data chunks of random
length,
- encoding and storing (S2) said valid data
chunks at random locations in the applica-
tion software code,
- identifying (S3) all occurences of the cur-
rent constant data in the application soft-
ware code and replacing each of them with
a call to a Runtime application self-protec-
tion (RASP) agent for reading the current
constant data, said RASP agent being con-
figured for running in the application runtime
environment and being capable of control-
ling application execution and detecting and
preventing real-time attacks,
- inserting (S4), at random locations of a
control flow graph of the application soft-
ware code, Runtime Application Self-Pro-
tection (RASP) check instructions which
when executed at runtime :

• compute RASP check values,
• notify the RASP agent with the com-
puted RASP check values,

such that, at runtime, in response to each call
to the RASP agent for reading the current con-
stant data:

l the RASP agent retrieves, all data
chunks,
l when no RASP check is violated, the
RASP agent decodes and combines all the
valid data chunks and returns said current
constant data,
l and when at least one RASP check is
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violated, the RASP agent returns a dummy
constant data.

2. The method of claim 1, comprising a step of encoding
and storing (S2) dummy data chunks at random lo-
cations in the application software code, and wherein
when at least one RASP check is violated, the dum-
my constant data is obtained by the RASP agent by
decoding and combining valid and dummy data
chunks.

3. A method of executing, by a processor (20), instruc-
tions of a secure software code of an application,
wherein said secure software code is a modified ver-
sion of a software code of said application compris-
ing at least one constant data obtained by performing
the method of claim 1 or 2,
wherein the control flow graph of the secure software
code comprises Runtime Application Self-Protection
(RASP) checks,
said method of executing comprising :

• computing (E1) RASP check values,
• notifying (E2) the RASP agent with the com-
puted RASP check values,
• retrieving, decoding and combining (E3), by
the RASP agent, all data chunks to obtain and
return a constant data.

4. A computer program product directly loadable into
the memory of at least one computer, comprising
software code instructions for performing the steps
of claim 1 when said product is run on the computer.

5. A securing device (10) configured for securing a soft-
ware code of an application including at least one
constant data and comprising a processor (11), a
memory (12, 15) and an input-output interface (16)
configured for performing the steps of claim 1.

6. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium
encoded with instructions of a secure software code
for execution by a processor (20), wherein said se-
cure software code is a modified version of a soft-
ware code of said application comprising at least one
constant data obtained by performing the method of
claim 1 or 2.
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